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Abstract

Although purchasing online has become increasingly popular, finding suitable products in Web

shop environments still requires significant effort from users. This study proposes a method for

re-ranking products on a Web shop’s search engine to better match individual user preferences

using semantic descriptions in user profiles. Through a live experiment, we demonstrate that

the proposed re-ranking method incorporating segment-based customer preferences increases the

commercial efficiency of Web shop’s search engine, increases the average rank of product clicks and

the add-to-basket rate, while decreases the click-through rate. Interestingly and contrary to what

holds for Web search, the empirical evidence collected in this study indicates that the average rank

of clicks used to measure the quality of Web search may not be a reliable indicator for the product

search result ranking quality for product search engines in Web shop environments.

Keywords: user profiling, preference ranking, semantic description, user segmentation, shopping

behavior, product search, query result re-ranking, e-commerce, online shopping

1. Introduction

In the last decade, online shopping has rapidly gained popularity. For example, the number

of Web shops in the Netherlands six-folded between 2007 and 2015 from approximately 5, 000 to

30, 000 according to the Dutch National Bureau for statistics CBS1. Only in the United States,

the spending on e-commerce was estimated to achieve 414 billion dollars in 2018, being 11% of5

the estimated total retail sales of 2018 [36]. The popularity of Web shops comes from their ability
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to provide a wide assortment of goods compared to traditional stores, which have limited retail

space setting restrictions on goods on display. Furthermore, most Web shops offer home delivery,

even cross-border, which makes them a convenient way to purchase products. Moreover, to better

answer customers’ needs, one can adapt the content to user preferences [8] and also decide on the10

timing of these changes [24].

However, the ability to provide a wide variety of goods in Web shops has introduced the problem

of information overload [9, 52] into the online retail sector [2, 38, 41], as customers now have a lot

more options to choose from. To cope with the latter and to facilitate the search and purchase

of products, most Web shops use on-site search engines – systems of information retrieval (IR)15

to allow customers to find the information needed by typing in a short description of the desired

product. The difficulty of establishing such IR systems lies in extracting users’ (in the context

of online shopping – customers’) needs and determining the relevance of matched information [3],

measured either based on the query or the personal interest of the user executing the query.

Most on-site search engines are designed such that the information retrieved matches the entered20

search terms, i.e., the query, as good as possible. In most cases, this provides satisfactory results.

Still, such an approach does not take into account the needs of an individual user and thus lacks

personalization [11], which would help to find the products that match the query and are therefore

the most relevant to a specific customer.

The necessity to personalize search results comes from the fact that search terms are often short25

and vulnerable to word ambiguity [4, 35]. The latter can be overcome to some extent by word

sense disambiguation algorithms [45]. Still, the problem of short queries and lack of proper context

remains. Another approach would be to turn to recommender systems and semantic technologies,

which have been proven to be useful for, and often used for improving the search [28, 34, 55, 63] –

in particular, to apply ontology-based search engine personalization [16, 57, 58] taking into account30

the past behaviour of a user to determine the context in which the user is looking for information.

Personalized rankings could force products, which align the most with the personal preferences of

a user, to the top of a search result lister page – thus making them immediately available for the

customer. In the state where search queries are short and little is known about the user context

applying segment-based search could increase personal relevancy of the highest ranked results, and35

thus improve the quality of the search result product lister page.
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The objectives of this research are twofold and tackle two main research questions:

RQ1: Does re-ranking of the products on a search result product lister page using segment-based

preferences improve the quality of the search result lister page? In Web search, this quality

improvement is indicated by a decrease in the average ranking of product clicks from a40

search result lister page. We hypothesise that as is common for Web search personalization,

the inclusion of segment-based preferences for product search will lead to a decrease in the

average ranking of product clicks from a search result lister page.

RQ2: What is the effect of the proposed method of segment-based approach on the efficiency of the

search engine for products in Web shops? We hypothesise that including customer preferences45

on their interest segment level delivers product lister pages with more relevant content causing

exploration of products also on lower levels of the lister page (exploration of products with

higher ranking), and addresses the information overload, which leads to a possible increase

in commercial efficiency.

To answer the two latter research questions, we experiment with re-ranking the search results50

based on segment-based preferences for De Bijenkorf’s Web shop search engine and analyze the

empirical Web shop data to see the effects of this approach to user profiling for Web shops. De

Bijenkorf – a Dutch retailer with multiple affiliate stores located in the Netherlands selling luxury

retail products – started selling products online in 2006. On the Web site of the online store of

De Bijenkorf an internal search engine can be used to find information or products. Typically,55

product search result lister pages consist of more than hundreds of products a user needs to go

through to find a suitable one. For instance, a search on the De Bijenkorf’s Web shop for “tommy

hilfiger” would result in more than 1, 500 items available in the returned result set, spanning over 32

product lister pages, 48 products on each – a dreadful information overload to handle for customers

who seek for a particular product while specifying only a few search details. The search engine60

of De Bijenkorf ranks products by their popularity, newness, and availability. By considering

customer personal preferences and including the latter in product ranking method, the on-site

search engine would be able to help the user in finding the products that match the query and

are the most relevant to the specific customer. Our proposed re-ranking method is targeting this

personal relevancy and a decrease in the required user search effort in finding a suitable product.65
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Although the experiments were carried out on De Bijenkorf’s Web shop search engine, there are no

limitations on using the method on another Web shop platform using different measures or sorting

rules for product ranking.

The novelty of this study is the approach we take on user profiling through Web shop product

segmentation and using the product taxonomy as the profile schema. Although segmentation is70

not new, the approach we take here based on the Web shop taxonomy of product categories is

new, and we show that the segmentation signal brings added value to the signals (popularity,

newness, and availability) currently used by De Bijenkorf from the existing literature, and thereby

improves the search quality. The proposed methodology consists of four major steps: first, we

construct user profiles where we advantage of the existing product taxonomy; second, we apply75

dimensionality reduction, followed by k -means clustering; and last, we re-rank search results based

on segment average preferences. Our empirical study shows that incorporating segment-based

preferences results in an increasing average rank of product clicks (opposite to what holds to Web

search), and from a commercial perspective in an increase in the probability to add a product into

a basket in an online Web shop.80

The article makes the following contributions. First, it proposes a novel approach for user pro-

filing by employing the Web shop product taxonomy, shown to raise customer interest in products

presented on the lister page and increase the commercial efficiency of Web shop search results (lower

click-through rate and higher add-to-basket rate). Second, the experiments indicate that contrary

to Web search engine personalization, we find an increase in the average rank for product clicks85

due to specific factors that are relevant in an e-commerce setup (e.g., cost, brand, and quality).

To our knowledge, this is one of the first works to explore the benefits of user segmentation on the

product search results of a Web shop.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of related works,

while Section 3 addresses the proposed method for segment-based search results. In Section 490

the experiment with the Web shop of De Bijenkorf and its results are discussed. Last, Section 5

provides conclusions and ideas for further research.
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2. Related Work

On one hand, the emergence of online retail has enabled merchants to provide customers with

a large variety of brands and products with almost no restrictions. On the other hand, this has95

caused users of Web shops to face a problem of how to efficiently find the required or desired prod-

uct. Li [38], Lucian [41], and Aljukhadar et al. [2] studied consumer information overload in online

shopping environments. The study of Li [38] revealed that customers tend to perceive a higher

level of information overload when the number of product alternatives increases, and yet interest-

ingly the customers do not feel overloaded with information when a greater number of product100

attributes is presented since these are used as cues to make decisions on purchasing a product. Lu-

cian [41] on the other hand measured the relationship between information overload and consumer

satisfaction, finding that information overload causes consumers to feel confused at the time of

purchase but paradoxically also the satisfaction will be greater in a digital commerce environment.

Aljukhadar et al. [2] investigated how information overload affects customers’ decision strategies105

in e-store environments, linking it to provided recommendations. Their study found that higher

levels of information overload make consumers increasingly trust and follow the recommendations

the system proposes, and customers let it to influence their decision-making. This is also in line

with the findings of Joachims et al. [32] for Web search. Specifically, customers treat the recom-

mendations as signals that other choices in the product assortment might not be optimal. The110

study by Aljukhadar et al. also indicated that consumers start to experience information overload

when there exist 18 or more alternatives to choose from. The authors concluded that product

recommendations mitigate the negative effects of information overload. In summary, even though

the problem of information overload is somewhat alleviated with the exploitation of search engines,

in a typical scenario these still return a large amount of irrelevant information users still have to115

go through [30]. Personalised search results and recommender systems are seen as a solution to

the information overload problem [2, 51]. Clearly, there exists a necessity for personalizing and

re-ranking product search results in Web shop environments to facilitate finding suitable products

efficiently and to tackle the information overload problem from the perspective of product search

and match.120

Personalizing Web search results and manipulating the ranking of search results to better fit

an individual user has been a research ground for many studies, either targeting fairer ranking
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to improve topical coverage [14], re-ranking scientific search results by the use of scientometric

data [26] or vector norms for page ranking [19], focusing on using click-through data with preference

mining and ranking optimization for the task [31, 47], or establishing ontology-based profiles [6,125

16, 44, 57, 58] to alter the ranking of a search engine and provide Web search personalization. Still,

all these studies have focused on Web search engines, and not on on-site search engines in online

shopping sites for product search – the main focus of our study in this paper.

Little attention has been paid to product search engines, while a majority of literature focuses

on generic Web search engines. Most product search engines are based on adaptations of theoretical130

models devised for information retrieval with a focus on optimizing search ranking algorithms for

Web documents with relevance as the main measure and products sold online being treated similar

to documents [37, 62]. Yet, these two types of search engines serve quite different tasks. While

Web search aims to retrieve the most relevant documents, the task of product search is to optimize

towards relevance and revenue at the same time. In addition, the decision mechanism behind135

product search is different and in contrast to Web search consists of two stages – first, performing

the search and comparing the products on a search result page, and second, deciding whether to

purchase a product on the product description page [62]. While using product search, customers

are not only searching for something relevant (as in the case of Web search) but also trying to

find the best deal to satisfy their specific needs defined by multiple criteria. Thereby, the use of140

product search engines involves a more complex process of deciding which product to buy, where

additional information (e.g., price, rating, popularity) is also important. Due to the latter, the

direct application of traditional Web search approaches and ranking in the context of Web shops

is not easy, as also noted by Wu et al. [62].

Web search engines usually rank-order the results and present them with the best match145

(highest-ranked) on top of the page. Numerous eye tracking studies on users’ Web search be-

haviour have been carried out [20, 21, 23, 32, 40], finding that users rarely look at results at lower

end of the Search Engine Results Page (SERP) due to a high confidence in the search engine result

ranking [21], and often tend to choose the first few results on the top of the page while ignoring

the rest [32]. The eye tracking study on the effect of target rank on Web search by Guan and150

Cutrell [21] indicated that users were less successful in finding target results when targets were

displayed at lower positions in the returned results list and people only go through the results on
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the top of the list. This also conforms to the results of Pan et al. [49] that users tend to first skim

through SERPs and look at the first few search results. Goldberg et al. [20] find that users search

is biased towards horizontal search as opposed to vertical. Joachims et al. [32] on the other hand155

found while studying click-through data with eye tracking that on average relative preferences

derived from clicks are reasonably accurate. Moreover, their study revealed that the informed

decisions users make while clicking are biased in at least two ways: first, by trusting items ranked

higher by the system (trust bias), and second, the decisions made are affected by the quality of

other ranked items around (quality bias), and thereby clicks need to be interpreted relative to the160

order of presentation. The latter findings form a basis for interpreting the results of our proposed

product re-ranking method in a Web shop environment.

In order to facilitate search and customize search results for the needs of a particular individual,

user preferences are commonly captured as user profiles. Different approaches have been taken to

describe user preferences, starting with search histories [11]. Gauch et al. [17] outline three major165

representation types of user profiles: a set of weighted keywords, a set of semantic networks, and

concept-based profiles, where the nodes represent abstract topics considered interesting to the user.

Sanchez and Bellogin [55] established user profiles based on interaction sequences and extended the

longest common subsequence (LCS) as a similarity metric to the recommendation context. In [53]

Salehi and Kamalabadi clustered learners using a k-means algorithm to construct user profiles170

based on multidimensional attributes of the learning materials, while Zhao et al. [63] extended user

preferences with a detected knowledge gap, and Formoso et al. [13] explored expansion methods of

the user profile in the context of a new user or new item in the system.

In [16] Gauch et al. used browsing history to construct user profiles by periodically extracting

Web pages visited by a user. For this, they constructed the ontology of concepts as a composition175

of concepts in the subject hierarchies from multiple sources (e.g., Yahoo!, Magellan, Lycos, and the

Open Directory Project). The concepts into which the most visited Web pages were classified rep-

resented those concepts of greatest user interest. With this approach, a moderate 8% improvement

in precision for the top 20 results was shown. Speretta and Gauch [58] showed that personalizing

and re-ranking results improved Google’s rank over 33%. For their work, Speretta and Gauch used180

the search history from 6 volunteers over a time span of half a year on Google’s search engine to

construct profiles (based on search queries or snippets on the search engine result page) using the
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three-level deep concept hierarchy of the Open Directory Project. Similarly, Sieg et al. [57] used

browsing history to construct user profiles using the concepts and relations in the Open Directory

Project as a reference ontology to personalize Web search results, and Garcia-Sanchez et al. [15]185

to build an interest ontology for semantic ads recommender system for users of social networking

sites. Calegari and Pasi [6] on the other hand applied the YAGO general purpose ontology for gen-

erating user profiles to deliver user topical interests. An algorithm of spreading activation along

concepts of interest and concepts related was utilized, gaining significant improvement in recall and

precision for search results. These studies [16, 57, 58] can be seen as the basis for ontology-based190

search personalization. Ontology-based user profiles are utilized in multiple applications such as for

personalization of search systems for sustainable urban freight transport [5], personalized food and

nutrition recommendations [33], personalized recommendations in the field of tourism and leisure

activities [43], and recommending personalized advertisements [15]. Yet, there is a lack of work on

personalized search for on-site search engines, in particular in the context of online Web shops.195

For e-commerce usually a logical product hierarchy (i.e., product taxonomy) already exists,

and thus there is no imminent need to construct a special reference ontology in parallel to product

classification. Kouki et al. [34] exploited such product taxonomy to deliver product collection

recommendations using both co-purchase information and domain knowledge for the task. Ziegler

et al. [64] exploited bulk taxonomic information designed for exact product classification for user200

profile construction, and to infer profile similarities between users to discover like-minded peers.

They claim that the use of taxonomies is a powerful background knowledge, which they use as

a cornerstone of their recommender system, where users are not represented by their respecting

product-rating vectors but by vectors of interest scores for topics (and not particular product

instances) in the product taxonomy. Hung [25] took advantage of such a natural product hierarchy205

on an e-commerce Web site and used it as the reference ontology for the creation of user profiles

for a personalized recommendation system. A modified product taxonomy with a root node, a

two-level deep category structure, and a third and fourth level brand structure was established

to identify user preferences in terms of product categories and brands. Grouping like-minded

individuals and creating peer groups takes it further towards collaborative recommendation where210

the shared interest can be used to enrich recommendations for an individual. In [61] Weng and Liu

took a collaborative recommendation approach and used a k-means algorithm to find customers
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with similar interests based on purchase transaction records. The potential of their approach relies

on being able to recommend products which are relatively different from past purchases of an

individual but are being purchased by other customers belonging to the same cluster.215

The goal of segmentation, i.e., clustering, in marketing research is to create groups of individuals

such that the similarity of characteristics of individuals in the same group is maximized, or the

similarity of characteristics of individuals in different groups is minimized. Segmentation can be

separated into model-based segmentation, and segmentation based on machine learning algorithms

allowing to cluster unstructured data into meaningful groups without assuming an underlying220

model. A type of machine learning clustering technique is partitional clustering, where data is

divided into a predefined number of groups based on properly defined optimization criteria [48]. An

intuitive partitional clustering technique with convenient properties is found in k-means clustering,

first introduced in [12] and with alternative approaches proposed over time [22, 39, 42]. The k-

means clustering is an easy-to-implement algorithm to group ”like-minded” customers into clusters225

and is applicable to very large data sets.

In our research we are interested in creating personalized weighted concept hierarchies, similar

to the ones created for ontology-based search personalization by Gauch et al. [16] and Sieg et

al. [57], utilizing a modified version of product hierarchy of a Web shop as a reference ontology

inspired by the work of Hung [25]. Carried by the idea of collaborative recommendation [61], we230

then focus on creating segments of user profiles [12] to serve segment-based search result rankings

for the on-site Web shop search engine in order to improve the quality of product search results.

As current literature focuses on Web search personalization and lacks discussion over using an

existing product hierarchy for Web shop search engine result personalization and improvement, we

also address this gap in product search with our work, binding ontology-based personalization to235

collaborative recommendation over e-commerce product hierarchies and customer segmentation.

3. Method for Segment-Based Search Results

For e-commerce, it is common to present products in a logical hierarchy, which can be used

to browse through the assortment to the desired product, or information [46]. These hierarchies

can serve as product taxonomies [25]. The use of product taxonomies or ontologies to represent240

user profiles is not new, and has been exploited in many research works [25, 34, 64]. Herein,
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LAYER 1

LAYER 2

LAYER 3

LAYER 4

LAYER 5

# Categories: 5

# Categories: 19

# Categories: 161

# Categories: 293

# Categories: 30

Ladies Gentlemen Children Living Gifts

Shoes Clothing …

Trousers Jackets …

Trenchcoats …

Cooking

Kitchen-
Accessories

Kitchenware

Scissors

Shoes Clothing …

Trousers Jackets …

Clothing …

Jackets …

…

…

…

…

Trenchcoats … Trenchcoats …

Figure 1: Visualization of the product hierarchy available on the De Bijenkorf’s Web site.

we take a similar approach and use the product hierarchy to define a modified (for our purpose)

product taxonomy, which will be utilized as a reference ontology for the creation of weighted

concept hierarchies per individual, i.e., customer profiles, as is common in the context of ontology-

based Web search personalization [16, 57, 58]. The use of a product taxonomy for user profile245

construction allows us to infer similarities between users even if they have no specific products in

common. In particular, for our research we use the product hierarchy of the luxury department

store De Bijenkorf consisting of five category layers which can be interpreted as an ontology. Figure

1 provides a simplified overview of this product hierarchy (not all concepts on layers 2, 3, 4, and 5

are shown) due to a large number of categories (e.g., Layer 3 contains 161 categories), and the fact250

that most products are categorized up to Layer 3 only, and the category Gifts is not categorized at

all besides the first layer. We take advantage of this existing product hierarchy setup for the Web

shop of De Bijenkorf and exploit a modified version of this product taxonomy to form the basis of

a user profile in our method. Like in [64], this allows us to find like-minded customers.

The method we propose for serving segment-based search results (an overview is depicted in255

Figure 2) consists of four main steps: (i) construction of user profiles, (ii) dimensionality reduction

using principal component analysis (PCA), (iii) k-means clustering, and (iv) re-ranking of search

results. First, user profiles are constructed based on product detail page views differentiated per

user. For the classification of all products a product taxonomy is utilized, such that the page views
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User Profile Construction

Dimensionality reduction using PCA

k-means clustering

Re-ranking search results

User profiles expressed using all product taxonomy categories

User profiles expressed using principal components

User profiles and Known segment compositions

Product taxonomy categories

Segment-specific 
rankings

Product detail page 
views per user

User generated input Web shop product hierarchy

Figure 2: Overview of the proposed method for segment-based search for Web shop.

can be used as implicit feedback on what type of products the user prefers, and thus user preference260

profiles can be constructed. Next, dimensionality reduction using linear PCA is applied to prepare

for k-means clustering. In the third step, all users are assigned to a cluster based on the user

profile, resulting in segmentation of customers into groups of “like-minded” individuals, i.e., users

with similar product preferences. As the last step, re-ranking based on segment average preferences

is applied to determine the segment-specific product preferences and to re-rank products on the265

search result product lister page accordingly without affecting any other ranking mechanism used

by the Web shop nor using any specifics of the considered Web shop, making the approach generic.

Let us now view each of these four steps in more detail, starting with modifications to the product

taxonomy and construction of the user preference profiles.

3.1. From Product Hierarchy to User Profiles270

To establish customer profiles we used the product hierarchy of the De Bijenkorf (sketched

in Figure 1). In particular, we modified this hierarchy and use it as a reference ontology for the

creation of weighted concept hierarchies per individual. The purpose of the modification is to

refine the hierarchy and remove some deficiencies in the Web shop product taxonomy. Namely, the
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LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

# Categories: 6

# Categories: 205

# Categories: 728

Ladies Gentlemen Children Living Gifts

Ladies- 
Trousers

…
Living-Kitchen-

Accessories
Children-
Jackets

… …
Gents- 

Trousers
…

NA

Gifts-NA NA-NA

Brand A Brand B Brand C Brand D Brand E Brand F Brand G ...

Figure 3: Simplified visualization of the modified product taxonomy.

existing hierarchy (depicted in Figure 1) has five layers with a lot of missing values in Layer 4 and275

Layer 5, since not all products are categorized for those layers and these layers are mainly used for

the products of the Living Department category. Also, there is no layer in the hierarchy concerning

the brand of a product, which is fundamental for constructing customer profiles. Furthermore,

Layer 2 and Layer 3 both contain similar product type information where logically Layer 3 is

more detailed than Layer 2; whereas including only Layer 3 would be sufficient to determine user280

product type preference and to simplify the hierarchy. Figure 3 presents the modified product

taxonomy. With the modification, Level 1 is incorporated as the first layer to account for a broad

split of products into meaningful departments (6 categories), while the third layer of the initial

hierarchy is incorporated in the modified taxonomy as the second level (Level 2, 205 categories)

to account for product type preference, and a new Level 3 with all available brands (728 different285

categories) is introduced to account for brand preference in the user profile construction. Not to

loose any information for products that were not classified into a category, a new grouping as Not

Available (NA) was introduced for all missing values (e.g., Ladies-NA), guaranteeing that even

for unclassified products an approximate interest score can be determined. As the brand of the

product is always available, no missing values occur on Level 3. The construction of modified290

product taxonomy is necessary for the construction of user profiles expressed through the product

taxonomy categories. The design approach of refining the existing product hierarchy into a reference

ontology we introduced here is general enough to be re-used as a starting point for any Web shop

product taxonomy refinement in order to allow user profile creation based on product hierarchies.

In our approach user (i.e., Web shop customer) profiles are established as instances of the295
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product taxonomy in which weighted interest scores (WIS) are registered for every concept in the

taxonomy through all the three levels in the user profile. The user profiles are initialized similarly

for every user by assigning an interest score (IS) of 0 to every concept when no information

about the interests and preferences are available. When a user interacts with the Web shop and

exposes interest in a particular product by viewing the product detail page, information about300

user preferences can be deducted and registered in the user profile by increasing the value of IS

for the concepts the product belongs to by 1 on every level (the sum of page views on each level

is the same). This approach ensures the changing user preferences are accounted at all times, and

preferences of new users are obtained as early as possible. The concepts which obtain the highest

number of page views represent the concepts of most interest to the user. Although here we only305

focus on existing customers and our proposed method does not directly address the problem of

cold users (new customers), the latter could be potentially overcome by recommending the most

popular items or using active learning to gauge the interest of new users [18].

Formally, if each node j ∈ 1, ..., J in the personalized concept hierarchy for individual i ∈ 1, ..., N

is described as a pair
(
Cj , ISi(Cj)

)
consisting of the concept Cj and the corresponding interest

score of individual i to concept j, i.e., ISi(Cj), the weighted interest score for a concept in user

profile is expressed as:

WISi(Cj) =
ISi(Cj)∑
j∈Jl ISi(Cj)

,∀j ∈ Jl, (1)

where Jl is the set of concepts belonging to level l = {1, 2, 3} in the taxonomy. The use of WIS

over IS provides in our method an immediate indication of the relative importance of a concept

on a particular level (remember, the sum of scores per level equals to 1), and also makes it easier

to cluster groups of users with similar relative product interests in the forthcoming steps, where

PCA and k-means clustering are applied. Consequently, a profile for user i can be expressed as a

vector space ui of weighted interest scores corresponding to all concepts in the taxonomy:

ui = (WISi(C1),WISi(C2), ...,WISi(CJ)). (2)

Ultimately, this establishes a matrix of user profiles, where every row represents the weighted

concept hierarchy of one user, and thus every column represents one of the concepts in the modified310

product taxonomy, for which a weighted interest score is determined, per user. An example of user

profile construction based on the transformation of product detail page views of a user to a weighted
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concept hierarchy is provided in Appendix A.

3.2. Segmentation

Next, the constructed user profiles are utilized to cluster customers into segments of like-315

minded users – groups of customers with similar shopping preferences for products. The decision

to use segment-based recommendations has two main advantages. First, it improves performance

as calculations can be done on a cluster basis instead of a user basis as is the case in personal-

ization, and second it allows to generalize over similar users, i.e., not only rely on preferences in

customer’s history but also to recommend products customers with similar preferences were inter-320

ested in. Segmentation analysis [50] is performed on user profiles consisting of weighted interest

scores for the concepts in the modified product taxonomy. Namely, a machine learning clustering

algorithm k-means clustering [12], as commonly used and easy to implement partitional clustering

algorithm [48], is applied. The advantage of this clustering method is that it optimizes a global

objective function and is relatively fast compared to other clustering methods (e.g., hierarchical325

clustering, density-based clustering, or spectral clustering) [59]. To tackle the drawbacks of the

k-means clustering, namely that the number of clusters needs to be specified a priori and k-means

clustering is dependent on the Euclidean distance measure which does not perform well for high

dimensional datasets, dimensionality reduction is applied beforehand.

Six common approaches exist for determining the number of clusters in a dataset [54] – cross-330

validation, penalized likelihood estimation, permutation tests, re-sampling, and finding the “knee”

of an error curve. The last of this list is the most intuitive solution. The idea is to plot the error of

the solution for a range of values for k, i.e., the number of clusters. This solution is known as the

L-method [54]. An equivalent and intuitive solution is proposed by Caliński and Harabasz [7]. The

idea is similar, however, the measure to be plotted for different values of k is different. The idea is335

to apply k-means clustering for an arbitrary, yet a reasonable range of values for k, determine the

Caliński-Harabasz (CH) index, a cluster validity measure, and set k to be the value for which the

highest CH index was found.

The k-means clustering algorithm depends on the use of the Euclidean distance measure. In our

case the modified product taxonomy contains 939 concepts, thus the construction of user profiles340

using these 939 concepts implies that k-means clustering is applied in a 939-dimensional Euclidean

space. In the literature [1, 27, 60] it is claimed that the Euclidean distance measure does not perform
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well in a high-dimensional space. To tackle the problem of the Euclidean distance measure, we

use a common practice called dimensionality reduction, i.e., factor analysis techniques, such as

principal component analysis (PCA) [27], for dataset pre-processing and dimensionality reduction345

before applying k-means clustering.

The PCA aims to describe the variables in a dataset as good as possible by a smaller set of

orthogonal variables that are a linear combination of the original variables, ensuring that the new

dimensions, called principal components, are uncorrelated. The key in dimensionality reduction

using PCA is in choosing the smallest number of principal components such that as much variance350

of the variables in a dataset is explained. It imposes a trade-off between reducing dimensionality

and maintaining sufficient variance from the original data accounted for in the transformed data.

The most commonly accepted method is plotting the added variance sequentially for the first few

principal components (i.e., the first few columns in the data matrix) in a scree plot, which is useful

for determining how many principal components need to be kept to capture most of the variability355

of the data [59]. Searching for the “elbow” or “knee”, in a scree plot and choosing all components

up to and including the “elbow”, will ensure that the principal components adding significant value

to the so-called variance accounted will be used. The set of chosen principal components is assumed

to be a proper representation of the initial dataset, containing a sufficient amount of the variance

present in the initial dataset, but with reduced dimensionality. The newly constructed dataset can360

subsequently be used as an input for k-means clustering.

To decide the optimal number of principal components, we constructed a scree plot [59] shown

in Figure 4, indicating the largest drop in the proportion of variance to occur between the first

and second principal components already. This means the user profiles can be the most optimally

summarized using two principal components, as the first two principal components preserve most365

of the variability in our data. Plotting all user profiles based on the first two principal components

yields a smoothed scatter plot (Figure 5), with two identifiable high-density groups of users – one

on the left side and one on the right side.

We now use the data summarized in the first two principal components from the PCA analysis to

determine the number of clusters using the L-method [54]. First, k-means clustering will be applied

for a range of values for k. Next, the total within the sum of squares (TWSS) is determined for

every solution of k and plotted for the different values of k. To overcome the problem of local
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optima [22], we take a rather conservative approach and execute the k-means clustering using 25

Figure 4: Screeplot for dimensionality reduction for the matrix of user profiles.

Figure 5: Smooth scatter plot of all user profiles based on the first two principal components.
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Figure 6: Determining the number of clusters: plot of TWSS values (left); plot of CH index (right).

random starts. Equation 3 provides the formula for TWSS:

TWSS =

k∑
s=1

∑
i∈Ns

J∑
j=1

(xi,j − cs,j)
2 (3)

where k is the number of clusters, s is the cluster index, Ns is the set of observations belonging

to cluster s, i is the observation index, J is the total number of dimensions used to cluster the370

observations, and j is a dimension index. The TWSS values for a range of values k = {2, 3, ..., 20}

are plotted on Figure 6 (left), where one can observe a visible “knee” at k = 3, k = 4, or k = 5, out

of which k = 4 is the most convincing. To confirm this, the CH index [7] is plotted for the values

k = {2, 3, 4, 5} (Figure 6 (right)). The highest CH index value is attained at k = 4. It appears

that for the given set of user profiles the number of clusters is k = 4.375

Running the clustering algorithm with a setting k = 4 using the first two principal components

as input data delivers 4 segments such that every user is assigned to one of the clusters. After

matching cluster allocations to original user profiles to determine segment average weighted concept

hierarchies for centroid calculation, the relative importance of concepts can be found (Table 1).

One can observe (from Table 1) that Segment 1 consists of users mainly interested in wom-380

enswear, Segment 2 of customers mainly interested in menswear, Segment 3 of users interested in

children clothing and items related to living, and lastly, Segment 4 consists of individuals with a

significant preference for womenswear but also menswear, living, and uncategorized products. Fur-

thermore, Gifts is the category of least interest for all segments. Additionally, NA is a substantial
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Table 1: The relative importance of the six concepts in level 1.

Level 1 Users Gifts Ladies Gentlemen Children Living NA

Segment 1 30,669 0.000 0.879 0.024 0.011 0.022 0.064

Segment 2 10,840 0.000 0.058 0.841 0.024 0.029 0.047

Segment 3 5,698 0.000 0.175 0.092 0.367 0.291 0.074

Segment 4 15,569 0.000 0.585 0.140 0.070 0.101 0.105

category for all segments which implies that a significant amount of page views were observed for385

uncategorized products. Detailed descriptions of the segment compositions on Level 2 and Level 3

of the modified product taxonomy are presented in Appendix B.

To be able to compare the results of the experiments on the four segments, we define a control

group (a fifth group) out of 25% of all individuals randomly selected from the entire dataset so

that this group represents individuals from all four different segments. Users in the control group390

will get served the default (without segmentation) rankings when consulting the search engine.

3.3. Segment-Based Search Result Rankings

Before we continue with the calculation of segment-based product preferences, let us address

the meaning of lower and higher product click ranking. Namely, a lower ranking implies that a

product is shown higher on the lister page. Furthermore, a decrease in average ranking, implies395

that on average products were found higher on the search result lister page, and (in the Web search

context, e.g, [58]) is interpreted as a measure of the quality of the lister page.

When the k-means clustering is applied, all observations are clustered into groups of obser-

vations having similar personalized weighted concept hierarchies, providing clusters of groups of

individuals with similar interests and preferences. This allows to calculate the cluster average400

weighted concept hierarchy through determining average weighted interest scores (WIS) per con-

cept. Thereafter, when the cluster average weighted concept hierarchies are defined, the average

relative preference for every product must be determined in order to re-rank the search results.

In ontology-based search personalization, the cosine similarity between a vector representation of

the user profile and the document in the set of search results is used to measure the preference for405

the document [57, 58], and the similarity between a profile and document is used as the interest in

a certain document which is needed for the re-ranking of the search result set documents. With
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our method, a product is with certainty assigned to multiple concepts in the product taxonomy

for which the relative importance, i.e., segment preference, is known. This allows to avoid cosine

similarity, and use a more intuitive and easier to calculate product average WIS measure.410

To determine the preference for every product per segment, first the WIS’s in the personalized

concept hierarchies are averaged per concept over all observations within a cluster. For this, the

average interest score per concept is determined for every cluster and the averages are represented

in the same vector space as the personalized concept hierarchy. The vector for cluster average

weighted concept hierarchy c̄s, is found as:415

c̄s =

(∑Ns
i=1WISi,(s)(C1)

Ns
,

∑Ns
i=1WISi,(s)(C2)

Ns
, ...,

∑Ns
i=1WISi,(s)(CJ)

Ns

)
(4)

where s = 1, ..., k is the cluster index, WISi,(s)(Cj) is the weighted interest of individual i which

was assigned to cluster s for concept j, for i = 1, ..., Ns, and Ns is the total number of observations

assigned to cluster s.

Subsequently, every product q is represented in the same vector space as the cluster average

weighted concept hierarchy:

pq =
(
PS(q)(C1), PS(q)(C2), ..., PS(q)(CJ)

)
, (5)

where PS(q)(Cj) corresponds to the product score of product q for concept j, and every concept

to which product q belongs is assigned a product score of 1 (i.e., PS(q)(Cj) = 1), and all other

concepts a score of 0. Thereafter, the dot product of the product vector pq and the cluster average

weighted concept hierarchy c̄s is determined, yielding the sum of weights for every concept to

which the product is assigned. Next, this vector is divided by the number of concepts to which the

product was assigned to obtain the average weight of those concepts. This measure is an alternative

to the cosine similarity, and more intuitive and easier to calculate. Thus, the relative preference of

individuals in cluster s for product q is given by the average product interest score (APIS):

APIS
(q)
(s) =

(pq)′ · c̄s∑J
j=1 PS(q)(Cj)

, (6)

which can be interpreted as the interest in product q for individuals in that cluster. This interest

rate represents the segment-specific match rate and is calculated per different segment for all420

products separately.
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The relative importance of products within a segment is used for the re-ranking of search

results. At first, the search engine processes the query and determines which products match

the query entered. A product only has a match with the query when it possesses all objective

product characteristics, e.g., colour, size, etc., used in the query. This results in the search result425

set, r = {r1, ..., rR}, where r ⊂ p = {p1, ..., pP } – a subset of the set of all products. Then the

k-means clustering is performed to determine the cluster to which the user (i.e., customer searching

for products) belongs to. Since r is a subset of the set of all products, and the cluster to which

the user belongs is known, the segment-based product match rates (given by APIS) defined in

Equation 6 can be established.430

Further, the final match rate for product q ∈ {1, ..., R} and cluster s ∈ {1, ..., k} is calculated

as a combination of segment-based search result and general product rankings (default measures

used at De Bijenkorf) of product popularity, newness, and availability such as:

finalMatchRate
(q)
(s) = α · segmentMatchRate

(q)
(s) + β · generalPopularity(q)

+ γ · newness(q) + (1− α− β − γ) · availability(q), (7)

where α ∈ (0, 1) is a tuning parameter determining the weight assigned to the segment match rate,

β ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter defining the weight assigned to the general popularity of a product,

γ ∈ (0, 1) defines the weight of the newness of a product, and 1 − α − β − γ the weight of the

availability, i.e., stock of a product.

The values of the default measures used to determine the final match rate at De Bijenkorf435

are constructed as follows. The general popularity of a product is the number of page views of a

product over all users in the last 7 days and is used by the reasoning that popular products should

be shown higher on a search result lister page. Newness, expressed by the number of days a product

has been available on the Web site, is used to show products that are new in the assortment higher

on a lister page (higher value equals lower position on the lister page, because De Bijenkorf is440

a fashion outlet and newer products are preferred). Including newness tackles the so-called cold

start problem, when the new product has not gained many page views yet but might be of high

interest for customers. Availability incorporates the current stock of a product in the ranking since

products that are out of stock should be ranked lower. The value for this measure is given as

availability = S(q)

TS(q) , where S(q) is the number of available variations (e.g., sizes trough XS to XL)445

of the product q in stock, and TS(q) is the total number of the product q variations. For example,
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if a product has sizes: S, M, L, and XL and there are only 2 products of size S and 1 product of

size XL available, then the availability = 2/4.

As the four different measures in the final match rate formula (Equation 7) are measured

on a different scale, the values are normalized to a range between 0 and 1 using the min-max

normalization:

x′ =
x−min(x)

max(x)−min(x)
(8)

where x is an initial element in the vector corresponding to measure x and x′ is the corresponding

scaled value of this element. As newness is the only measure for which lower values are favoured450

over higher values, its scaling must be reversed, thus minimum is replaced by maximum and vice

versa. Only when all measures of the final match rate formula are on the same scale, the summation

makes sense. Lastly, the final match rate determines the ranking for product r, namely a higher

final match rate corresponds to a lower ranking value, i.e., higher location on the search result

lister page. The result set r is determined real-time by the search engine based on the entered455

query, and thus the computation of the final match rates is also determined real-time. The values

for all measures influencing the final match rate (segment average interest scores for all products,

general popularity, newness, and availability) are updated nightly, remaining the same throughout

a period of a day. The pseudo-code given in Algorithm 1 describes the proposed re-ranking process.

4. Experiment and Results460

To validate whether segment-based search result rankings improve the search quality, i.e., en-

hance the efficiency of the search result lister page, experiments were carried out on the Web shop

of the luxury department store De Bijenkorf. First, starting from 21 April 2017 for 55 days training

data was collected from users who visited the Web shop in at least 10 sessions on distinct days

to cover users’ long-term preferences. The underlying argument justifying this choice is that page465

views in one session, or at least in a small time interval, might deviate from users’ long-term prefer-

ences. Therefore, a minimum of 10 sessions is assumed to rule out the possibility that the product

detail page views gathered over the time interval are not aligning with the long-term preferences,

i.e., the data represents users’ long-term preferences, which are in the focus for this study. This

provided a sample of 62, 776 individuals who either viewed a product page via the Web shop nav-470

igation menu or used the Web shop search engine and viewed a product page through the search
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Algorithm 1 Re-ranking algorithm
Input: Datasets of user profiles separated for k clusters and dataset of product score vectors

Output: Relative importance within clusters for all products

1: Xs ∈ RNs×J for all s = 1, ..., k; // All personalized weighted concept hierarchies in k different matrices

2: P = {p1, ...,pP } ∈ RP×J ; // Matrix of product score vectors for all P products

3: for all s ∈ {1, ..., k} do

4: Calculate c̄s; // Compute vector of average weighted interest scores (column means)

5: for all q ∈ {1, ..., P} do

6: Calculate APIS
(q)
(s) ; // Compute cluster average interest score for all products

7: end for

8: end for

9: for all New searches do

10: Search engine determines r = {r1, ..., rR}; // Set of products that match all characteristics specified in the

query

11: Determine s, the cluster for current user;

12: for all q ∈ {1, ..., R} do

13: Retrieve APIS
(q)
(s) ; // Determine the interest score for product q (element of the result set), for cluster s

14: Determine finalMatchRate
(q)
(s); // Based on segment match rate, popularity of the product, newness of

a product, and availability of the product

15: end for

16: Rank products in the result set r in descending order of finalMatchRate;

17: end for

result lister page. For these individuals, 662, 360 product clicks from a search result lister page were

recorded, generated by 38, 829 users in the sample. It should be noted that all the product detail

page views – not only those from a search result lister page but also product page views derived via

the Web shop site navigation within the aforementioned time frame – are used to construct user475

profiles, and this is the data to which we refer as the training data. User profiles were constructed

for all 62, 776 users only once and were not updated during the experiment. Firstly, this is due

to the fact that the proposed method depends on a segmentation analysis, which would also need

to be re-executed every time the profiles are updated, requiring computation time. Secondly, it

was assumed that it is highly unlikely for user profiles to change drastically over a short period480

of time, and thus re-executing the segmentation analysis continuously would be superfluous. We

acknowledge that for a longer term user profiles need to be updated over time.
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Second, a separate experiment from 25 August 2017 until 4 September 2017 was executed in

which every user in the training data was potentially part of, dependent on whether a user visited

the Web shop and utilized the search engine over the course of the experiment, or not. The setup485

of this experiment is discussed in Section 4.1, and the data in Section 4.2.

It is important to highlight that when a user utilizes the search engine of De Bijenkorf’s Web

shop, the entered query is processed and all the products that match all the characteristics specified

in the query are returned. For instance, if a user searches for yellow sweater, only products that

are both yellow and are a sweater are included in the result set. Still, product characteristics can490

be ambiguous, e.g., when a user searches for polo, polo shirts are returned but also products from

the brands Marco Polo and Polo Ralph Lauren. During the experiment, the original results on a

search lister page will be modified according to the proposed model, and its effect on customers’

behaviour is studied. The customers continue to use the Web shop as previously according to the

terms and conditions of the Web shop.495

It is important to note that for the analysis of the search results, only clicks on products on

the first page after a search are tracked as search result lister product clicks, and any further pages

are interpreted as normal lister pages. The first result page after a search consists of 48 products

organized as a grid of 3x16 items presented by text and product images; thus the maximum ranking

of a clicked product is equal to 48. Figure 7 presents the product search lister page (the first page500

after a search presented to a user) model for the De Bijenkorf’s Web shop, outlining the potential

browser viewport. One can observe that even the first two browser viewports potentially do not

enable to follow half of the listing. During the experiment, it was observed that a fourth of product

clicks (i.e., clicks performed by a customer to open a product description page from the search result

lister page) is lower or equal than rank 4, half of the product clicks are below rank 11, and 75%505

of clicks are at or below rank 23, with the overall mean rank of clicked products at 14.5 (the first

third of the product search lister page). The data about the behaviour of people searching on De

Bijenkorf’s Web site indicates that most people tend to click on products ranked at the top, yet

a significant amount of clicks is also observed even for the lowest ranks on the search result lister

page for which the users need to scroll vertically. The clicks performed by users on lister page510

items with higher ranking located below the initial browser viewport indicate the users’ interest (a

match for search query) in these items [21, 32, 49].
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Figure 7: Product search lister page model for the De Bijenkorf’s Web site, where search results are arranged as a

grid of 3x16 products.

4.1. Experimental Design

To observe an increasing influence of the segment-based match rate on the quality of the search

result product lister page the parameters α, β, γ, and 1 − α − β − γ that determine the final515

match rate in Equation 7 are given multiple values by increasing the influence of parameter α

determining the weight of the segment-based match rate while retaining the original proportion of

all other parameters, i.e., β, γ, and 1−α−β−γ. In all the experiment settings we ensure the ratios

of the popularity, newness, and availability weights are kept the same in order to be able to properly

measure the effects of the segmentMatchRate in various settings. Thus, the parameter α is leading520

and the other parameter values are distributed equivalently according to their original importance

in the initial search engine system (see Table 2 Control setting) over the remaining weight to be

assigned as follows: β ≈ 0.45 ∗ (1 − α), γ ≈ 0.35 ∗ (1 − α), and 1 − α − β − γ ≈ 0.2 ∗ (1 − α).

Table 2 lists the four different weight parameter settings that are used in the experiments. The

final match rate is determined in real-time by the search engine system according to the entered525
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Table 2: Weight settings for the experiments.

α β γ 1− α− β − γ

Setting Time span (segmentMatchRate) (generalPopularity) (newness) (availability)

Control setting Continuously – 0.45 0.35 0.2

Setting 1 Time span 1 0.2 0.36 0.28 0.16

Setting 2 Time span 2 0.5 0.23 0.17 0.10

Setting 3 Time span 3 0.8 0.09 0.07 0.04

query, and the input data, i.e., α, β, γ, and 1 − α − β − γ, values that are manually specified in

the system in advance.

The Control setting is the default setting used at De Bijenkorf to rank products in the Web shop

advantaging from product popularity, newness and availability, and will be used as the benchmark

performance to which the proposed method is compared to. The default setting will be served530

to a randomly selected subset consisting of 25% of the total sample, denoted by the Control

group, leaving 75% of the sample for three treatment groups. This provides a situation where the

experimental data recorded will be approximately equal for all four settings. The Control group

will be observed simultaneously with all different settings, while Setting 1, Setting 2, and Setting

3 are observed over three different time slots of the same length. Simultaneous observation of535

Settings 1, 2, and 3 is unfortunately not possible due to technical limitations of De Bijenkorf’s

Web shop.

The leading statistic for the experiments is similar to the one used in ontology-based search

personalization [58], namely the average ranking of the search result clicks. Similarly to ontology-

based search personalization, where it was proven that personalized search result rankings result540

in a decrease in the average ranking of the search result clicks, we assume segment-based search

will produce a decrease in the average ranking of all the clicks from a search result lister page onto

a product detail page. This decrease implies that the desired information is found faster, namely

higher on the page where the products are listed. Yet, this assumption, based on findings for Web

search personalization, might not be true and needs to be proven in the context of segment-based545

Web shop search.

Further, the three different values of α (Table 2) – minor, average or major influence – will be
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observed together with commercial measures such as click-through rate (CTR) and add-to-basket

rate (AtBR) to determine the optimal setting of α for the segment-based search, and confirm the

efficiency of the proposed approach. The CTR is the number of product clicks relative to the

number of searches in session (unique Web site visit):

CTRj =
PCj

Sj
, (9)

where PCj is the number of product clicks in session j and Sj denotes the number of searches in

session j. The overall CTR for N sessions is the weighted mean CTRj over all j = 1, ..., N , where

Sj can be interpreted as the weight assigned to session j, is given by:

CTR =

∑N
j=1 Sj · CTRj∑N

j=1 Sj

. (10)

The other commercial measure AtBR is the number of attributable add-to-basket events as the

result of a product click from a search result lister page expressed as:

AtBRj =
AtBj

PCj
, (11)

where AtBj is the number of add-to-basket events, attributable to a search result lister, in session

j, and PCj is the number of product clicks from a search result lister page in session j. The

overall AtBR as the weighted mean of the AtBRj over all sessions j = 1, ..., N , where PCj can be

interpreted as the weight assigned to the session j, is given by:

AtBR =

∑N
j=1 PCj ·AtBRj∑N

j=1 PCj

. (12)

The fundamental statistic used to analyze the quality of a search product lister page is the

average ranking of the product clicks from a search result lister page onto a product detail page.

According to the experts at De Bijenkorf, where our data is originating from, customer behaviour

can vary substantially day by day due to external factors such as the weather, day of the week,550

and more importantly internal factors such as promotions, the arrival of new products, or the start

or end of a sale period. Our study is conducted outside of any sales period.

To test the validity of the Control group (25% of randomly selected individuals from the entire

dataset) before the experiments, we looked at the average ranking trend over the course of 55 days

(the collected training data) for both the entire sample and the Control group. The daily average555
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Figure 8: Daily average ranking difference between the entire sample and the control group over time.

ranks of the product clicks for both data sets were in between 13 and 16. The average difference

over the studied period is −0.043, plotted as a horizontal line in Figure 8. No consistency in the

difference between the sample and the control group is observed, with the difference varying day

by day around 0 in the range of -1 and +1. Even though the average rank of the composed control

group slightly differs on a daily basis from the entire sample, the difference fluctuates around zero560

and in the long-term the observed difference is negligibly small (−0.043), it can be concluded that

the Control group is a trustworthy representation of the sample average ranking.

4.2. Experiment Data

In order to obtain empirical results for all settings of the proposed method, an experiment was

executed over the course of ten consecutive days, where data was collected for three different time565

intervals of exactly 72 hours for the three different weights assigned to α leading the segment-based

search result (Table 2).

The experiment started on 25 August 2017 at 13:00 Central European Time (CET) and ended

on 04 September 2017 at 13:00 CET. The exact time intervals used for analysis in chronological

order are given by 25 August 2017 13:00 until 28 August 2017 13:00 for α = 0.8, 28 August 2017570

14:00 until 31 August 2017 14:00 for α = 0.2, and 1 September 2017 13:00 until 4 September
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Table 3: Quantities of observed events and number of users for the entire experiment.

# Searches # Product Clicks # Add to Baskets # Sessions # Users

Control 20, 324 3, 010 313 2, 499 1, 228

Setting 1 19, 435 2, 665 248 2, 433 1, 647

Setting 2 21, 401 3, 050 405 2, 633 1, 838

Setting 3 17, 804 2, 440 284 2, 284 1, 594

Total 78, 964 11, 165 1, 250 9, 849 4, 991*

*–distinct users

2017 13:00 for α = 0.5. All the three sequential intervals were outside of a sale period, where

customer behaviour is known to be different from non-sale periods. The Control group is observed

continuously and simultaneously with all three different settings. Thus the experimental data will

contain approximately 25% Control group data, 25% data corresponding to Setting 1, 25% data575

corresponding to Setting 2, and 25% data corresponding to Setting 3. Still, the data collected per

setting will not be exactly uniformly distributed since the data collection depends on how many

users per setting utilize the search engine of the Web shop within the different time intervals.

Table 3 indicates the distribution of collected data sets over the four settings. Note that the total

number of users 4, 991 represents the sum of distinct users, and is less than the sum of users over580

the different settings of α. This difference is caused by users being active in more than one of the

three different time intervals corresponding to either α = 0.2, 0.5, or 0.8.

4.3. Average Ranking Product Clicks

To observe the effect of the weight assigned to the segment match rate on customer behaviour,

we analyze the average ranking of the product clicks from a search lister to a product detail page.585

The average rankings for different values of α separated for the treatment group, i.e., segment-

based search results, and the Control group (α = 0) to which the default ranking is served, indicate

that increasing the value of α increases the average rank of the product clicks for the treatment

group, whereas a downward trend is observed over the three time spans for the Control group (as

shown in Figure 9). For the treatment group the lowest average rank, given by 13.5, is attained for590

α = 0.2 during time span 1, while the highest average rank, given by 14, is attained for α = 0.8.
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The daily average rank of the product clicks throughout the data collection period was observed

to be ranging between 13 to 16.

Since the changes in average rankings are not tremendous, we proceed to explore whether the

difference between the treatment’s and control group’s average rankings are significantly different595

from zero. We observe for the percentage difference in mean average ranking of the treatment

relative to the control group (given in Figure 10) a decrease of 5.83% for α = 0.2, a decrease of

1.16% for α = 0.5, while for α = 0.8 an increase of 2.89% is found. Overall, for an increasing value

of α, an increasing average ranking of the product clicks relative to the control group is observed.

In [21] it was shown that users are less successful in finding target results when these are displayed600

at lower positions in the returned results lister page. From the increasing average ranking of

product clicks, we conclude that the inclusion of the segment-based ranking has improved product

findability.

Interestingly, the initial assumption that for a personalized (or segment-based) lister page the

average rank decreases for higher values of α – proven to be correct in Web search personalization605

Figure 9: Average ranks of product clicks for the three different settings of α and the control group.
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Figure 10: The percentage difference in the treatment’s relative to the control group’s average rank (left) and the

95% confidence interval of the difference in the average rank of the treatment group minus the average rank of the

control group (right) for the three different settings (time span 1-3).

– does not hold in the context of a Web shop product search engine. In fact, our research indicates

the opposite – incorporating the segment-based relevance of products in the search result product

ranking for users with preferences similar to the segment average preference increases the average

rank of the product clicks.

Our research results indicate that in a Web shop setting incorporating the user’s personal (prod-610

uct) preferences, by applying segment-based search result product ranking, does not necessarily

decrease the average ranking of product clicks. Although it might sound counter-intuitive (since

it was proven to be a correct assumption in Web search personalization), one must not forget that

there are subtle differences between the stimulus for using a Web shop search engine for finding a

desired product and the stimulus for using a Web search engine for retrieving information docu-615

ments. Namely, when utilizing the Web search engine the user is commonly looking for one piece

of information that answers a question or fulfils a need. Contrarily, a Web shop customer uses the

on-site product search engine to filter for the most relevant products aligning their needs, but the

existence of just one most optimal result, i.e., the product to buy, is more debatable, since the

process involves motivational and financial factors that strongly affect decision making [38, 56].620

As more relevant products are presented on the lister page, it is easier for users to explore the

alternatives and visually compare products listed on the same page, and thereby they are inclined
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to scroll further down while searching for the desired product. Further, it is perfectly possible that

multiple, characteristically different, products satisfy Web shop users’ needs, and therefore they

are more inclined to compare products on the search result product lister page and are less prone625

to be directly satisfied with one of the top search results common to users of Web search.

As shown, an improvement of the search result product rankings based on semantic segmen-

tation of user profiles improves the relevance of the top-ranked products and thus enhances the

48 product suggestions on the first lister page after a product search. Based on the results dis-

played in our research, this apparently results in users (customers of the Web shop using the search630

engine) scrolling down further on the lister page, probably since more products align with their

personal preferences compared to the default non-personalized approach, and thus increasing the

product click rankings on average – more products of interest are found lower on the search result

lister page, whereas the interest is reflected through opening up product detail pages, indicated as

product clicks [32]. In other words, users are not anymore merely satisfied with the topmost search635

results after a search while ignoring the rest of the product items lower on the page, i.e., products

with a higher rank, as common for Web search [21, 32, 49]. On the contrary, when segment-based

search results are served by the Web shop, users continue to show interest also for product items

lower on the page having higher rank, driving the increase of average product ranking.

Example on Application of the Method640

To exemplify the application of semantic segmentation and its effect to search results lister

page and product ranking, let us consider a search query “tommy hilfiger” executed by the user of

the Web shop, and two product search lister pages (Figure 11 and 12) displayed as a result. Figure

11 presents the first 9 results (out of 48) of a product lister page for search “tommy hilfiger” for

the Control group, representing the default “as-is” case of the search without our method applied645

on the De Bijenkorf Web shop. The final match rate (Equation 7) for ranking in these results

is affected by product popularity, newness, and availability, where α = 0, and values for β, γ,

1 − α − β − γ are as presented in Table 2 (Control setting), i.e., α = 0, β = 0.45, γ = 0.35, and

1 − α − β − γ = 0.2. Figure 12 shows the same search results for Segment 2 – only menswear is

shown, which could be a very beneficial alteration of the rankings for this customer segment. The650

values of product popularity, newness, and availability come from the De Bijenkorf system, and we

can only change their weight through β, γ, and 1− α− β − γ for the final match rate.
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In our method, we create a vector with average interest scores for all categories in our product

taxonomy (Equation 4) for each segment. For instance, let us consider two products: Product 1 as

the first product (top-left) on Figure 11 (Pullover), which is a product that belongs to Gentlemen655

in Layer 1 of the modified product taxonomy, to GentlemenSweaters&Cardigans in Layer 2, and

TommyHilfiger in Layer 3, and Product 2 as the second product (from top-left) on Figure 12 (White

Polo), which is a product that belongs to Gentlemen in Layer 1 of the modified product taxonomy,

to GentlemenPolos&Tshirts in Layer 2, and TommyHilfiger in Layer 3. Figure 13 depicts for

these two example products their segment-specific average interest scores and product match rates660

(APIS). These score values are always between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates no interest at all for that

category in product taxonomy, and 1 indicates the highest interest.

Next, a vector of length 68, 093 (the number of products on the Web shop of the De Bijenkorf

at the time of the experiment) of average product interest scores (APIS) is generated for each

segment (Equation 6), indicating the interest in a product for individuals in a cluster (segment).665

This vector contains a value between 0 and 1 for every product. For instance, the final segment-

specific product interest score (APIS) value for Product 1 for Segment 1 is (Figure 13 bottom-left):

segmentMatchRate = (0.0243+0.0013+0.0317)/N = 0.0573/3 = 0.0191, where N is the number

of categories the product belongs to. In our example, the products belong to 3 categories.

For the re-ranking of products shown on the lister page as a result of a search, the final670

match rate is calculated (Equation 7), with values normalized to a range between 0 and 1 using

the min-max normalization (Equation 8). This is done for all the measures: segmentMatchRate,

generalPopularity, newness (do recall that the scaling here is reversed, i.e., max-min normalization),

and availability. Table 4 lists the min-max values for the four different measures used, and their

corresponding values for these measures for our example products. For instance, the APIS value for675

Product 2 is segmentMatchRate = 0.3595, and after the normalisation: segmentMatchRate =

(0.3595− 0.0060)/(0.3677− 0.0060) = 0.3535/0.3617 = 0.9773

Once all the values are normalized, the final match rate can be calculated (Equation 7). For

example, the final match for Product 2 for Segment 2 (with medium effect of semantic segmentation,

α = 0.5, as given on Figure 11) will be: finalMatchRate = 0.5 ·0.9773+0.23 ·0.075+0.17 ·0.9611+680

0.1 · 0.6 = 0.7293. Table 5 lists the final match rates for Product 1 and Product 2 for the default

(Control) and segment-based (Segment 2) product listing with normalized input values.
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Figure 11: Default rankings of the first 9 products after a search for the brand “tommy hilfiger”. The default

rankings are served to the control group where the parameter values are given by α = 0, β = 0.45, γ = 0.35, and

1 − α− β − γ = 0.2.
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Figure 12: Rankings of the first 9 products after a search for the brand “tommy hilfiger” for Segment 2. The rankings

are served to Segment 2, where the parameter values are set to α = 0.5, β = 0.23, γ = 0.17, and 1−α− β− γ = 0.1.
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LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Ladies Gentlemen ...

...

Brand A … TommyHilfiger ...

... ...
Gents.Sweaters

&Cardigans
Gents.Polos&

Tshirts

Segment:
#1: 0.0243
#2: 0.8414
#3: 0.1397
#4: 0.0918

Segment:
#1: 0.0013
#2: 0.0675
#3: 0.0076
#4: 0.0053

Segment:
#1: 0.0029
#2: 0.1743
#3: 0.0230
#4: 0.0170

Segment:
#1: 0.0317
#2: 0.0628
#3: 0.0402
#4: 0.0468

Product 1 Segment APIS:
#1: APIS = (0.0243 + 0.0013 + 0.0317)/3 = 0.0191
#2: APIS = (0.8414 + 0.0675 + 0.0628)/3 = 0.3239
#3: APIS = (0.1397 + 0.0076 + 0.0402)/3 = 0.0625
#4: APIS = (0.0918 + 0.0053 + 0.0468)/3 = 0.0480

Product 2
(Pullover) (White Polo)

Segment APIS:
#1: APIS = (0.0243 + 0.0029 + 0.0317)/3 = 0.0196
#2: APIS = (0.8414 + 0.1743 + 0.0628)/3 = 0.3595
#3: APIS = (0.1397 + 0.0230 + 0.0402)/3 = 0.0676
#4: APIS = (0.0918 + 0.0170 + 0.0468)/3 = 0.0519

Figure 13: Segment specific average interest scores and segment-based product match rates (APIS).

Table 4: Min-max values and product-specific values for measures used to compute the final match rate of a product.

segmentMatchRate generalPopularity newness availability

Max n/a 0.3677 1000 180 1

Min n/a 0.0060 0 0 0

Control

(default)

Product 1 0 150 35 0.8

Product 2 0 75 7 0.6

Segment 2
Product 1 0.3239 200 35 0.8

Product 2 0.3595 75 7 0.6

We now refer back to the two product lister pages depicted on Figures 11 and 12 for the search

“tommy hilfiger”. At the time of the experiment, 1, 550 products satisfied this search condition.

Figure 11 depicts the first nine products (out of 48) after a search for the brand “tommy hilfiger”685

for the default scenario (Control group). From Table 5 we see that Product 1 (Pullover) has a final

match rate of 0.5094, which has ranked it on the first position on the first lister page (Rank = 1),

whereas Product 2 (White Polo) with final match rate 0.4901 does not end on the first lister page.

In the case of segment-based re-ranking (Figure 12), we observe (Table 5) that Product 2

(White Polo) scores much higher than Product 1, with final match rates 0.7293 and 0.6909, re-690

spectively, which places Product 2 as the second product of the search result (Rank = 2, Figure
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12). This segment-specific effect is caused by the fact that for Segment 2 the category Gentlemen-

Polos&Tshirts on Level 2 is more popular (higher segment-specific match rate) than the category

GentlemenSweaters&Cardigans (see Figure 13), and for this reason we can also observe 8 out 9

highest ranked products in Figure 12 to belong to the category GentlemenPolos&Tshirts. Only695

the first ranked product (Sneakers) does not belong to this Level 2 category but instead to Gen-

tlemenSneakers, with segment-specific Level 2 preference at value 0.1066, which is between the

corresponding values for Product 1 and 2 (Figure 13). The high rank of the “Sneakers” is due to

very favourable values for the three other variables (generalPopularity, newness, and availability)

in the final match rate computation.700

The final result implies that segment-based search improves the efficiency of finding the final

product(s) aligning the ultimate needs of the user, as indicated by commercial efficiency improve-

ment discussed in the following section.

4.4. Commercial Evaluation

In order to investigate how the increasing average ranking of product clicks coincides with705

enhanced commercial efficiency, let us explore CTR, i.e., the number of product clicks observed

per search, and AtBR, i.e., the number of add-to-basket events as a result of a search result

Table 5: Final product match rates for the default (control) and segment-based product listing scenarios. All values

normalized.

Control Segment 2

Product 1 Product 2 Product 1 Product 2

α 0 0 0.5 0.5

segmentMatchRate 0 0 0.8789 0.9773

β 0.45 0.45 0.23 0.23

generalPopularity 0.15 0.075 0.15 0.075

γ 0.35 0.35 0.17 0.17

newness 0.8056 0.9611 0.8056 0.9611

1− α− β − γ 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1

availability 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6

finalMatchRate 0.5094 0.4901 0.6909 0.7293
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Table 6: The commercial results for the executed experiment.

Searches Product Clicks Add-to-Baskets CTR AtBR

Setting 1 Treatment 19,435 2,665 248 0.137 0.093

Control 5,986 867 83 0.145 0.096

Setting 2 Treatment 21,401 3,050 405 0.143 0.133

Control 8,062 1,233 133 0.153 0.108

Setting 3 Treatment 17,804 2,440 284 0.137 0.116

Control 6,276 910 97 0.145 0.107

Total Treatment 58,640 8,155 937 0.139 0.115

Control 20,324 3,010 313 0.148 0.104

Overall 78,964 11,165 1,250 0.141 0.112

product click. Table 6 lists the commercial results for the executed experiment over the three

different settings (Setting 1: α = 0.2, Setting 2: α = 0.5, and Setting 3: α = 0.8) for the treatment

and the control groups (α = 0), separately. The AtBRs are exclusively for products for which a710

product click was recorded on a search result lister page in the same session.

When comparing the CTR for the treatment and control groups, we see a decrease in the

number of product clicks relative to the number of searches for all the three different settings

(Table 6). This reduction in the number of clicks for the treatment group is explained by the fact

that the treatment group lister page contains more relevant products together with their images715

and essential details for deciding on product suitability. For example, on the lister page depicted

in Figure 12, we can observe a number of product attributes for each product – name, brand,

description, price, and multiple images through mouse-over being directly provided on the search

results page. In [10] it has been shown that inline summaries (in our case the product details given

on the lister page together with images) add value to SERP, ease decision-making, and improve user720

performance. While going through the product lister page, users tend to click only on items that

visually match their desired characteristics – thus users apply visual filtering and provided product

attributes as cues for decisions [38] and only decide to open product detail pages (counted as clicks

towards CTR) for items they find relevant [32] and expect to find value in, having a decreasing

effect on CTR. This is also supported by the increase in average ranking of product clicks, as725
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the incorporation of personalization has increased product findability, and thereby customers find

more products of interest also lower on the results lister page and are not only satisfied with the

top-most results, as common for Web search [21, 32, 49].

The comparison of the AtBR for the treatment and control groups shows an increase in the

add-to-basket events relative to the number of product clicks for Setting 2 and Setting 3. For730

Setting 1 the AtBR is slightly lower than for the control group, which might be caused by the fact

that segment-based match rate α = 0.2 is not enough to boost the re-ranking of searched items for

the product lister page – thus not having enough influence to affect the search re-ranking towards

customer preferences. This is also in line with the previous section, where it was concluded that

the relevance of the product suggestions was the least enhanced for Setting 1, compared to the735

performance for Setting 2 and Setting 3. Overall, introducing a segment-based match rate into

the recommendation improves product findability, and increases the probability that a product is

added to the shopping basket for purchase.

Next, we observe the differences in CTR and AtBR between the three different treatment

group settings and the control group observed over the same time span (shown in Figure 14). As740

seen, the difference in CTR relative to the control group decreases approximately equally for all

three different settings, however, statistical significance, at a 95% confidence level, is not obtained.

Furthermore, for Settings 2 and 3, the AtBR increases relative to the control group, which implies

that for α = 0.5 and α = 0.8 the probability of a product click to be converted to an add-to-basket

event has increased. For α = 0.5 this difference is even statistically significant since the entire745

95% confidence interval of the difference is above zero. Together with the observation that fewer

product clicks per search were observed, commercial efficiency improvement is concluded.

As we have shown, in a Web shop setting an increased value for the weight of the segment

match rate α does not decrease the average ranking of product clicks (Figure 9); even more –

the average ranking increases for higher values of α. Furthermore, from Figure 14 it is concluded750

that an increasing value for segment match rate α results in enhanced commercial efficiency of

the search result lister page. Hence, an efficiency improvement of the search result product lister

page for increasing values of α is found, since relative to the number of searches fewer product

clicks are executed (lower CTR), while for these product clicks more add-to-basket events were

observed, which is a desired phenomenon from the Web shop perspective. With this, the search755
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Figure 14: The 95% confidence intervals of the difference between the CTR of the treatment group and of the control

group (left) and the difference in AtBR of the treatment group and of the control group (right) for the three different

settings of α.

result product rankings were improved. On aggregate, the click-through rate and add-to-basket

rate are the most optimal for α = 0.5, meaning commercially an intermediate influence of the

segment-based preferences yields the best results.

In summary, in the context of a Web shop product search engine a decrease in the average rank

of product clicks is not necessarily an indication of an enhanced search result product lister page,760

i.e., does not deliver indication of lister page improvement. On the contrary, it was shown that

incorporating segment-based product ranking on search result lister pages results in an increase

in the average product click rank through improved product findability observed together with a

decrease in the number of searches per session and per user for the treatment groups, as indicated

in Table 3. Also, segment-based product ranking has shown the search result lister page to perform765

commercially more efficient, i.e., a lower click-through rate yet a higher add-to-basket rate, being

in line with the findings of Jannach and Hegelich [29]. Moreover, incorporating segment-based

relevance in the ranking of products and thus enhancing the relevance of products ranked high

on the search result lister page, induces users to scroll down further, since more products on the

search result page consequently match their personal preferences, lowers information overload [2],770

and improves trust into search results. Thus, the inclusion of segment-based relevance in the

ranking brings an increased interest in the entire first lister page after a search as observed, and
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therefore an increase in the average rank of product clicks is recorded while improving the original

non-semantic approach. This phenomenon is accompanied by an increased search efficiency.

5. Conclusion775

In this research, we have proposed a methodology for re-ranking products on a Web shop

search result lister page on a segment level supported by the assumption that products preferred

by individuals with similar interests are an enrichment to a user’s personal preferences. Our

method consists of user profile construction using a modified existing product taxonomy of a

Web shop as the profile schema, dimensionality reduction using PCA, k-means clustering, and re-780

ranking search results based on segment average preferences. User profiles were established based

on product detail page views interpreted as implicit user feedback on their personal preferences.

The segment compositions were used as the basis for the re-ranking procedure. A segment-based

preference (i.e., match rate) for every product was determined and used supplementary to the

existing influencing factors (popularity, newness, and availability) determining the final ranking of785

the products on a search result lister page. Dissimilar to current literature, search result rankings

were altered on a segment level, instead of on an individual level, supported by the assumption

that products preferred by individuals with similar interests are an enrichment to a user’s personal

preferences. In comparison to ontology-based search personalization, which is solely assessed for

Web search engines, the proposed method is assessed for a Web shop product search engine, which790

in principle is different from Web document search. The method was implemented and evaluated

with live experiments on re-ranking the search results based on segment-based preferences for De

Bijenkorf’s Web shop search engine with different (low, medium, and high) segment-based match

rate influences. Although the experiments were carried out on De Bijenkorf’s Web shop product

search engine, the proposed solution is generic and one can easily apply the proposed solution to795

another Web shop using a different product category taxonomy.

Based on the empirical data, we conclude that counter-intuitively to what holds true for Web

search, incorporating segment-based preferences in the ranking of products results in an increasing

average rank of product clicks. A decrease in the number of product clicks from a search result

lister page and the increased probability of product clicks to be converted to an add-to-basket event800

indicates an increased efficiency of the search result lister page from a commercial perspective. We
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also find that a search result lister page consisting of more products aligning with the user’s

personal preference increases the interest in the entire lister page, and thus makes the user scroll

further down compared to the situation where less relevant products are shown. Surprisingly, the

average rank of the product clicks – used as an efficiency indicator in Web search – turns out to be805

an unreliable indicator of the quality of the search result lister page for Web shop environments.

This novel finding may well be connected to the differences between the users of Web search and

the users (customers) of Web shop product search, the latter using the on-site search facilities

simply to filter out suitable products according to their needs, and sometimes even with conflicting

characteristics.810

A promising idea for further research is to investigate whether segment-based search can act

superior to personalized search. The rationale is in the assumption that personalization does not

incorporate information transfer between like-minded individuals, and on a large scale, personal-

ization is computationally-intensive for Web shop search engines. Also, simultaneous testing with

different measures for the final match rate would be more robust to the volatility of external and815

internal factors and would allow to compare different settings directly providing enriching insights

into product ranking. As user preferences change over time, it would be interesting to study the

user profile adjustment frequency (e.g., weekly, every few weeks, or months) and its effect on search

result ranking. In addition, we would like to investigate other clustering approaches next to k-

means like k-medoids clustering and k-harmonic means clustering. Lastly, although this study was820

about re-ranking on-site search engine results in Web shop environment through semantic segmen-

tation of user profiles, it would be interesting to also compare the proposed method to different

recommendation approaches in the real-life setting of some Web shop.
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Appendix A

This appendix provides additional insights and technical background information on user pro-

files and the interest scores, related to the discussion in Section 3.1.

In Section 3.1 we explained that a user profile is expressed as a vector of weighted interest1000

scores corresponding to all concepts in the taxonomy (Equation 2). To exemplify the construction

of user profiles, let us consider a new user that has shown interest in ladies trousers of Brand A

and a ladies jacket of Brand B. For a new user, all the interest scores are initially 0. An illustration

of how this is recorded initially in terms of interest scores (IS) and transformed into a weighted

concept hierarchy is visualized in Figure 15.1005

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Interest Scores (IS)

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Ladies:
WIS(C1)=2/2=1

Gentlemen:
WIS(C2)=0

...

Ladies.Trousers:
WIS(C6)=1/2

Weighted Interest Scores (WIS)

Ladies.Jackets:
WIS(C7)=1/2

...
Gents.Trousers:

WIS(C*)=0

Brand A:
WIS(C*)=1/2

Brand B:
WIS(C*)=1/2

Brand C:
WIS(C*)=0

Brand D:
WIS(C*)=0

Brand E:
WIS(C*)=0

...

... ...

Ladies:
IS(C1)=2

Gentlemen:
IS(C2)=0

...

Ladies.Trousers:
IS(C6)=1

Ladies.Jackets:
IS(C7)=1

...
Gents.Trousers:

IS(C*)=0

Brand A:
IS(C*)=1

Brand B:
IS(C*)=1

Brand C:
IS(C*)=0

Brand D:
IS(C*)=0

Brand E:
IS(C*)=0

...

... ...

Sum(IS)Level1 = 2

Sum(IS)Level2 = 2

Sum(IS)Level3 = 2

Sum(WIS)Level1 = 1

Sum(WIS)Level2 = 1

Sum(WIS)Level3 = 1

Figure 15: Example of user profile construction, illustrating update to interest scores of a new user who viewed a

pair of ladies trousers of Brand A and a ladies jacket of Brand B.

First, in every level of the taxonomy, the page views are categorized such that for every page
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view the interest score of one concept in every level is incremented by one. When all interest scores

have been categorized, the weighted interest scores are determined by dividing the interest scores

of every concept in a level by the total sum of interest scores of that level. This sets the weighted

interest score sum to 1 for every level in the taxonomy. This results in the determination of the1010

relative importance of every concept to all other concepts in the concerning level, represented by

the weighted interest scores (WIS).

Appendix B

This appendix delivers supplementary data on the relative importance of concepts on Level 21015

and Level 3 of the modified product taxonomy in addition to what was presented for Level 1 in

Table 1 from Section 3.2. In Tables 7 and 8 one can observe the average weighted interest scores

for the six most popular concepts for all four segments in Level 2 and Level 3 of the hierarchy,

respectively.

Table 7: The six most popular concepts in level 2 of the modified product taxonomy for all segments.

Concepts L.Dresses L.Tops NA.NA L.Sneakers L.Swimwear L.Sweaters

Segment 1 0.183 0.112 0.064 0.049 0.044 0.038

Concepts
G.Polo’s

T-shirts
G.Sneakers G.Jackets G.Sweaters G.Jeans G.Shirts

Segment 2 0.167 0.107 0.095 0.068 0.059 0.050

Concepts C.Tops NA.NA C.Sweaters C.Jackets H.Tableware C.Trousers

Segment 3 0.096 0.075 0.034 0.033 0.032 0.031

Concepts NA.NA L.Dresses L.Tops L.Sneakers L.Swimwear L.Lingerie

Segment 4 0.105 0.078 0.071 0.038 0.029 0.026

L - Ladies; G - Gents; C - Children; H - Houseware;
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Table 8: The six most popular concepts in level 3 of the modified product taxonomy for all segments.

Concepts
TED

BAKER

MICHAEL

KORS

TOMMY

HILFIGER

PHASE

EIGHT
WAREHOUSE

KAREN

MILLEN

Segment 1 0.043 0.032 0.032 0.026 0.024 0.022

Concepts
STONE

ISLAND

TOMMY

HILFIGER

POLO RALPH

LAUREN

HUGO

BOSS

SUNGLASS

HUT

CALVIN

KLEIN

Segment 2 0.088 0.063 0.040 0.034 0.034 0.032

Concepts
Miscellaneous

Brands

TOMMY

HILFIGER

STRATING

CC

STONE

ISLAND
BENETTON KENZO

Segment 3 0.064 0.047 0.030 0.023 0.022 0.020

Concepts
TOMMY

HILFIGER

Miscellaneous

Brands

SUNGLASS

HUT

TED

BAKER

MICHAEL

KORS

CALVIN

KLEIN

Segment 4 0.040 0.030 0.022 0.022 0.020 0.019
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